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Objective/Learning Target:  
I can:

● Analyze how a text's organization/structure helps me to 
understand the information. 

● Write responses using complete sentences with standard 
spelling, punctuation, and grammar.



Warm Up:
On notebook paper: 1) Can you spot a fake photo? Yes or No? Why do you think so? Write 1-2 
sentences in response. 
2) Check out these fake versus real photo line ups from Upfront Scholastic Magazine. 

3) Read and review this document so you know how to spot the difference 
between fake and real photos.

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DAfTysMic3gwTmhJ44d2pXQWqmcAWoyf/view?usp=sharing
https://upfront.scholastic.com/issues/2018-19/121018/when-photos-lie.html#1050L


Review different text structures, 
examples, and word clues on the 
following slides:



Sequence 
Steps to do something

Think of a recipe



Chronological
Specific order something happened

Think of a historical timeline



Sequence / Chronological
Word clues: after, before, during, finally, 
next, first, second, third, last, next, then, 
while, at the same time, simultaneously, 



Problem and Solution
Problem, which is solved

Problem, explains why the 
problem exists, gives solutions 

Example: Medical research 



Compare (contrast)
Comparing how things are the

SAME and DIFFERENT 

Example: Consumer reports
evaluating car types 



Compare (contrast)
Word clues: alike, as opposed to, better, 
compared to, despite, difference, either, 
or, however, likewise, in spite of, in 
contrast to, instead of, on the other hand, 
rather than, similarly, unlike, same 



Cause and Effect 
Something causes something else to happen. 
The cause is why something happened. The 
effect is what happened. 

Example: scientific method 



Cause and Effect 
Word clues: as a result of, because, 
consequently, due to, for this reason, 
may be due to, on account of, since, the 
cause, therefore, this led to, thus 



Description 
A topic, idea, person, place or thing is 
described by listing its features, 
characteristics, and examples. 

Example:

encyclopedias



Graphic Organizer/Visual Representation



Learn (continued):

● Use the RACE strategy to write your answer to questions asking you to make 
an inference: 



Practice:

Read Article 1: “Be Your Own Fact Checker and Learn to Weed out Fake News” 

-As you read, write down what you notice about the structure of the article. 
-Look at the text features like section headings and transition words. 
-Make sure you use the information from the slides you just went through to 
remind yourself of what to look for when analyzing structure!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18RJKzCfWGTjgDs9okFTr7cP1WikMJ-zi/view?usp=sharing


Practice:

Article 1: “Be Your Own Fact Checker and Learn to Weed out Fake News” 

On a piece of notebook paper, answer the following question:
1. Write just the word or phrase. Would you classify Article 1 as:

Sequential?
Chronological?
Problem and Solution?
Compare and Contrast?
Cause and Effect?
Description?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18RJKzCfWGTjgDs9okFTr7cP1WikMJ-zi/view?usp=sharing


Practice:

Now, let’s look at Article 2. Read over “To Pick Out Real News from Fake, Be 
Skeptical.”

-As you read, write down what you notice about the structure of the article. 
-Look at the text features like section headings and transition words. 
-Make sure you use the information from the slides you just went through to 
remind yourself of what to look for when analyzing structure!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9EximP9ciXfJD-n6Ms4dKzWBu_GgTK3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9EximP9ciXfJD-n6Ms4dKzWBu_GgTK3/view?usp=sharing


Practice:

Now, let’s look at Article 2. Read over “To Pick Out Real News from Fake, Be 
Skeptical.”

On your notebook paper, answer this question:
2. Write just the word or phrase. Would you classify Article 2 as:

Sequential?
Chronological?
Problem and Solution?
Compare and Contrast?
Cause and Effect?
Description?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9EximP9ciXfJD-n6Ms4dKzWBu_GgTK3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1o9EximP9ciXfJD-n6Ms4dKzWBu_GgTK3/view?usp=sharing


Practice:

On your piece of notebook paper, answer the following questions using the 
RACE method. Use the earlier slide about RACE to remind you of the format! 

3. Which of the two articles does a better job of communicating information about 
evaluating reliable sources? How does the difference in structure help one article 
be clearer than the other? 

4. What structure do you think the author of Article 2 SHOULD HAVE used to make 
his/her information easier to understand? 



Practice Answer Key:
(Answers will Vary)

● Check your answers to make sure it meets the following criteria:
→ Did you write in complete sentences?
→ Did you use standard conventions (spelling, punctuation, grammar)?
→ Did you answer the question?
→ Did you support and explain your answer using details from the article

1. Article 1 is a Sequence Structure.
2. Article 2 is a Problem and Solution.
3. The better article is Article 1 because the sequential structure keeps the information very clear and 

simple. Since the article breaks down the information into specific steps like “Examine the Byline 
of the Reporter” and “Scrutinize the Sources,” It is very clear how we should be evaluating the 
websites we look at and determining whether they are reliable. 

4. Article 2 could have used a sequential structure to make the information easier to understand 
because then the reader would know the specific steps to follow in evaluating real news from fake. 
In the article, it suggests that readers “double-check the information they’re seeing.” However, it 
does not provide any specifics about how to double check the information or how to do anything 
more to evaluate the source. 



If you want to learn more...additional resource/activity:

List the text features of a non-fiction text that are 
discussed in this sweet video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8D6cq_-mV90


If you want to learn more...additional resource/activity:

If you would like to listen to this book that we 
would be reading in class, click the link here:
ASHES OF ROSES

Independence School District teachers 
recorded themselves reading the chapters we 
would read in class. With permission of the 
publisher, we are able to share this content with 
you until June 2020. After that, the content will 
be removed. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mk2epKUO-91gZtc1hhfHDtPDLd-rleoPnteVYBqmFuM/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/penguin-random-house-temporary-open-license/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/penguin-random-house-temporary-open-license/

